
HGV Max Tiers

VACATION WITH HGV Current Features & Benefits <17,000 POINTS 17,000+ POINTS 22,000+ POINTS 38,000+ POINTS 54,000+ POINTS 100,000+ POINTS

An Expanded Portfolio of Properties
Reservations can be made in the expanded portfolio of in-
network properties using the HGV Max reservation window 
starting six months before check-out

     

Complimentary Reservation Transactions 
(part of the HGV Max Inclusive Dues)
No reservation transaction fees when staying at the expanded 
portfolio of in-network properties

     

Exclusive Reservation Windows
The same great access to existing reservation windows in 
Embarc Extraordinary Escapes

     

Value Points
Members can purchase one-time points for use with reservations 
at select resorts during a specific timeframe close to arrival and 
at a specific price per point based on the Member's tier status

- 14 days prior 
$0.18 per point

14 days prior 
$0.18 per point

30 days prior 
$0.18 per point

30 days prior 
$0.16 per point

30 days prior 
$0.15 per point

Flexibility
When Value Points are not available, Members can purchase 
one-time points applicable towards an upcoming reservation at 
select resorts

$0.37 per point $0.37 per point $0.32 per point $0.29 per point $0.27 per point $0.24 per point

Loyalty Search Requests
Automated availability search for a resort, region, date or 
number of nights and accommodation, when the specific 
booking window opens

- 1 active search 1 active search 3 active searches 5 active searches 7 active searches

Rideshare Transportation Credit
Annual rideshare credit for transportation between select HGV 
resorts and the destination’s airport(s)

$250 $350

Discounted Vacation Ownership Purchases
Depending on their tier, Members can obtain special pricing on 
additional vacation ownership purchases

STAY WITH HILTON Current Features & Benefits <17,000 POINTS 17,000+ POINTS 22,000+ POINTS 38,000+ POINTS 54,000+ POINTS 100,000+ POINTS

Hilton Honors™ Membership
Members are automatically enrolled into the Hilton Honors 
program

SILVER SILVER GOLD GOLD DIAMOND DIAMOND

Hilton Honors Points Conversion
Points may be converted to Hilton Honors Points based on the 
Embarc Extraordinary Escapes membership terms

    
Complimentary


Complimentary

HGV Max Rate with Hilton
Members get 10% off the prevailing, unbundled, public (non-
Honors) rate when booking online at any brand in the Hilton 
portfolio (subject to availability)

     

TRAVEL EXPERIENCES Current Features & Benefits <17,000 POINTS 17,000+ POINTS 22,000+ POINTS 38,000+ POINTS 54,000+ POINTS 100,000+ POINTS

Vacation Exchange Partner
Deposit points for immediate or future stays at properties with 
Embarc Extraordinary Escapes' vacation exchange partner

     

Travel Services
Use points to book vacation 
experiences and services like 
cruises, guided tours and car 
rentals outside of the Hilton 
Grand Vacations network

Luxury Redemptions
Use points for  
up to 40% of  
the cost at  

$0.40 per point 

Instant Redemptions
Use points for up 
to 20% of the cost 
at $0.07 per point 

Pay up to 100% cost 
at $0.09 per point 

(1/1–3/31) and up to 
30% cost at $0.09 

per point (4/1–12/31)

Pay up to 100% cost 
at $0.10 per point 
(1/1–4/30) and up 

to 30% cost at $0.10 
per point (5/1–12/31)

Pay up to 100% cost 
at $0.10 per point 

(1/1–5/31) and up to 
40% cost at $0.10 

per point (6/1–12/31)

Luxury Homes
Eligible Members can access luxury homes and villas in desirable 
destinations worldwide

  

OWNERSHIP FLEXIBILITY Current Features & Benefits <17,000 POINTS 17,000+ POINTS 22,000+ POINTS 38,000+ POINTS 54,000+ POINTS 100,000+ POINTS

Borrow Points
Members may borrow any number of points from their next 
year’s allotment based on their membership terms

     

Save Current-Year Points
Members can save any remaining points from the current year 
by depositing them for use into the following calendar year


Complimentary 

when saved by 8/31


Complimentary 

when saved by 8/31


Complimentary 

when saved by 8/31


Complimentary 

when saved by 8/31


Complimentary 

for all dates


Complimentary 

for all dates

Complimentary Guest Certiticates 
(part of the HGV Max Inclusive Dues)
Members receive a specific number of complimentary Guest 
Certificates each year based on their membership tier for stays 
booked in the HGV Max booking window

1 complimentary 
Guest Certificate

2 complimentary 
Guest Certificates

3 complimentary 
Guest Certificates

4 complimentary 
Guest Certificates

5 complimentary 
Guest Certificates

6 complimentary 
Guest Certificates

HGV Everyday
Select markets have access to cash discounts with vendors 
across several categories including travel, auto, clothing, 
electronics and entertainment, among many others
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Member Experience And Key Benefits
Extraordinary Escapes Members With HGV Max Benefits

Benefit increases moving up through the tiers

Use points for up to 20% of the cost at $0.20 per point 

Use points for up to 20% of the 
cost at $0.08 per point 

Use points for up to 30% of the 
cost at $0.30 per point 


